LIFE OF AN ARTIST

This is a photo series about the life of an artist and struggles that might come along with it. I got a project
grant from NFFF (Nordic Society of Photography) for this project in early 2019. I have gathered ideas
during the year 2019 and now I have been working with this set for a while. Series is now ready and here
is a bit longer story about it. These photos will be part of the photo exhibition in my born town Lieksa,
Finland May 2020.
I wanted to make a series of images from the artist's viewpoint. The egg was chosen to represent the
artist because it's a small and fragile thing. It's also a minimalistic form that is still familiar to all of the
people. I usually like to keep my photos quite simple/minimalistic so this worked well for that.
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MODEL BUILDING
To make this series I had to learn to build miniature sets. I decided to use XPS foam that was familiar to
me from youtube videos (eg. Black Magic Craft channel). Styrofoam eggs were bought. The height of the
egg is 12cm so I was aiming for roughly 1:10 of a scale but mostly I did just what looked good. Other
stuff like walls, seesaw, etc. were build from scratch from XPS boards (50x600x2500mm) that are meant
for house insulation. I decided to use the foam because it's cheap, easy to cut, sand and paint. I used a
hot wire cutter to cut smaller parts of the foam. This is a quick and easy way to get different forms and
blocks.

“Hot wire cutter”

The foam is also easy to texture to make it look like different materials. A stone look can be easily
achieved by rolling it with an aluminum foil ball or wood by brushing it with a steel brush. Lines can be
easily carved by using simply a pencil. It glues well with hot glue so making objects is quick. The only
downside for the hot glue is stringing that is annoying from time to time. For bigger objects like the
cube, I used polyurethane glue.
For painting, I used acrylic paints. For primer (first layer) I mixed in some PVA glue and acrylate lacquer
to give it a bit harder surface. I then painted them with base color and used washes and dry brushing to
give them a more rustic look. Overall I think the objects look quite good in photos and these techniques
were not overly complicated to learn. I think I will be using these techniques in the future for building
backgrounds for live models in photoshop composites or even on the live scale.
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“Working with XPS foam”

All the signs were drawn in Inkscape and just printed with the inkjet printer. The painting in the “Pillars
of Success” is Rembrandt's The Night Watch. It's from Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, Netherlands. They
kindly provide lots of photos from old paintings in public domain that can be used eg. as part of your artworks.

“Other props”
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SETUP
Lighting the smaller set was a bit different than for humans. Mostly I used the Fresnel lens modifier to
get a theatrical type of light/smaller beam for the set. All photos were taken in my home studio (yes I
know I have serious GAS) which happens to be also our living room. It's a bit tight even with a smaller
setup like this but it works for me. When I needed a bigger preview I used the ControlMyCamera iPad
app. I think it works better than the Nikon's own SnapBridge and with the latest Nikon firmware update,
it connects through wifi without any extra hardware.

“Lighting setup front”

“Lighting setup above”
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EDITING
Editing was quite straight forward. I usually do quite a lot of work in photoshop but this time the images
were quite ready. The biggest modification for the images was the use of textures to get a painterly feeling. I usually use my textures either photographed somewhere or hand made. For this, I used coffee
stained paper and hand-painted backgrounds. After that, there were just dodging & burning and color
grading that I do all of my images.
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PRESENTATION
For the exhibition, these images will be framed in A4 sized frames. I want to keep images relatively small
since I think it works for this theme well. The plan is to have a frame that has some height so the images
sit deeper inside the frame. All images will also have title and description text in the frame in the dictionary kind of way to open and tell more about the image.

BIO
I’m a fine art photographer from Kuopio, Finland. Photography plays two roles in my life. It’s a passion
that started after retirement from a day job as a software engineer in which I have a BSc degree. For me,
picture making is also a very therapeutic process to handle feelings and thoughts creatively. My images
are often dark and/or humouristic. My images have won many awards in Finland and internationally including Fotofinlandia finalist and PX3 Gold In Paris France.
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IMAGES

Jump in the Deep End : The fear of starting
a new and intimidating project can
sometimes be overwhelming especially
without guidance or proper knowledge.
Finding the Red Thread : Theseus used red
thread as a guide to get out of the
labyrinth of Minotaur. It means a
leading thought in a story.
Pillars to Success : Don’t be afraid of
failures. Failures are the stepping
stones to success.
Creative Block : A state where your
creativity is lost and can be sometimes
really hard to find.
Perfectionism : Perfect is the enemy of
good. Don’t be too hard on yourself.
But you get exposure : Often creatives are
expected to work for free
Social Media : Don’t let the likes and
comment control how you do your art
A Bad Day : Sometimes it feels that you are
just nothing and everybody else is
better...
Believe in yourself : Don’t mind what
others say. It’s your art.
Idea : Keep on creating!
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